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Friday, Jan. 13, 2012

Wagner rejects Moreland motion for
change of prosecutor, judge

By Allen Edmonds, The Democrat Missourian

Declaring that by following defense attorney Nate Anderson’s reasoning, “there are many prosecutors across the state
that would have to be removed from their cases,” Cass County Circuit Judge Mike Wagner denied a motion for a

change of prosecutor in the Jeffrey Moreland homicide case on Jan. 9.

Moreland is charged with the November 2008 rape and murder of Harrisonville housewife Cara Jo Roberts. He is also
charged with a similar crime in Jackson County, as well as a separate rape in Harrisonville last summer.

It was the rape last summer that led Harrisonville police to Moreland, a former Grandview police officer who lived in
Harrisonville. DNA evidence collected from the rape victim matched DNA found on the body of Roberts, Harrisonville

police said.

It was that DNA evidence that provided the backdrop for this week’s hearing.

A December 2011 motion filed by public defender Nate Anderson accused Cass County Prosecuting Attorney Teresa
Hensley of participating in the investigation by handling evidence prior to Moreland’s arrest.

In Anderson’s motion, he said it was revealed to him during a conference with the prosecutor and judge that, during
the initial investigation of the case, “the Prosecutor’s Office had collected DNA from two suspects in the case who were

attorneys.”

He said the collection was done “surreptitiously by seizing a coffee cup that each of these suspects had been using
while in the office of the Cass County Prosecuting Attorney.”

He said in his motion that “collecting evidence is a job for the police, not for the prosecutor.”

However, on the witness stand this week, Harrisonville Police Det. Thomas Shroyer testified that he alone collected
coffee cups from Hensley’s conference room at the conclusion of each of the prosecutor’s meetings with the two

“persons of interest.”

Doug Catron, a former Harrisonville Police detective who now serves as Hensley’s investigator, testified that he
monitored the possession of the coffee cups during each meeting to assure that only the “persons of interest” touched

them, called Shroyer when the meetings were nearing completion, and watched the cups until Shroyer physically
collected them as evidence, suing gloves and evidence bags.

A meeting with the first person was held in August 2009, and another meeting with a second person was held in
January 2011.

Both individuals were cleared of involvement with the crime as a result of DNA testing of the coffee cups, he said.

Neither individual was a suspect in the crime, Shroyer testified, “just people that had generated some interest.”

Police “had the option as to whether to ask for consent for the DNA testing, or to obtain something that had been
abandoned. In this case, we decided to obtain something that had been abandoned.”

Assistant Prosecuting Attorney Jamie Hunt asked Shroyer if it was unusual for the Prosecutor’s Office to assist in
various parts of a criminal investigation.

“It’s not uncommon at all,” Shroyer said.

Anderson argued that the Prosecutor’s Office “should not have had anything to do with the collection of this evidence.
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“At the time, these people were persons of interest. That’s what should have been in the forefront of the state’s mind,
rather than protecting their reputations. And clearly, it is possible to commit these crimes without leaving DNA, so in

my mind, they’re both still suspects,” Anderson said.

Wagner last month sealed the records identifying all 67 individuals from whom DNA was collected during the course of
the investigation, and before Moreland’s arrest.

Hunt told Wagner during his summation that “there is nothing about the prosecutor’s involvement here that would
suggest bias for prejudgment against the defendant.

“And, there is nothing improper about our office trying to help law enforcement solve a crime,” Hunt said.

He said this week’s hearing had to take place “because the defense didn’t take the time to depose the individuals
involved. The evidence was collected by a police officer, not a prosecutor, and these individuals were found not to be

a match” with the DNA evidence collected from Roberts’ body.

“Only after DNA results excluded these individuals did we try to take steps to protect their identities. There is no
reason for us to parade these names around when they have no involvement in this case.” Hunt also argued that

Anderson cited no relevant case law backing his position, a point Wagner repeated in his ruling.

Wagner also denied a defense motion for a change of judge. In response to a defense request for a change of venue,
Wagner gave his approval to an agreement between the prosecution and the state to bring a jury in from another

county.

That process was successful for the 2010 trial of Danial Rinehart, who was charged with multiple counts of incest as
well as murder for the deaths of babies he fathered with his daughter.


